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Across

2. a comparrison between two things 

that are similar in some way,often used 

to help explain something

6. able to persuade somebody to 

belive that something is true or to act

8. an offical document that gives 

proof and details of something

10. education after high school

11. a school program that allows 

students to receive academic credit for 

caeer work in the students field of 

interest done outside the school

13. the action or capability of 

understanding something

15. involves students being enrolled in 

two seperate,academically related 

institutions

16. highly institutionalized , 

bureaucratic , curriculm driven, and 

formally recognized with grades

17. an offical document showing the 

educational work of student in a school 

or college

18. organized learning outside of the 

formal education system ; tend to be 

short term, volantary , and have few if 

any preequisites

19. to read the text an dmark 

corrections to be made

20. fall outside the realm of the 

normal curriculm of school or university 

education, preformed by students.

Down

1. clear enough to read

3. concerning or involving 

relationships between people

4. the practice of paying close 

attention to a speaker and asking 

questions to ensure full comprehension

5. a type of work expreience for 

entry-level-job-seeker

7. a mutal relationship or connection 

between two or more things

9. using as few words as possible to 

give the neccesary information

12. one bound by legal aggrement to 

work for another for a specific amount 

of time in return for instruction in a 

trade,art, or bussiness

14. international baccalaureate, 

offering internationally recognized 

courses


